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Abstract
Value creation is a major sustainability factor for enterprises, in addition to profit maximization and
revenue generation. Modern enterprises collect big data from various inbound and outbound data sources.
The inbound data sources handle data generated from the results of business operations, such as
manufacturing, supply chain management, marketing, and human resource management, among others.
Outbound data sources handle customer-generated data which are acquired directly or indirectly from
customers, market analysis, surveys, product reviews, and transactional histories. However, cloud service
utilization costs increase because of big data analytics and value creation activities for enterprises and
customers. This article presents a novel concept of big data reduction at the customer end in which early
data reduction operations are performed to achieve multiple objectives, such as a) lowering the service
utilization cost, b) enhancing the trust between customers and enterprises, c) preserving privacy of
customers, d) enabling secure data sharing, and e) delegating data sharing control to customers. We also
propose a framework for early data reduction at customer end and present a business model for end-toend data reduction in enterprise applications. The article further presents a business model canvas and
maps the future application areas with its nine components. Finally, the article discusses the technology
adoption challenges for value creation through big data reduction in enterprise applications.
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1. Introduction
Research shows that 90% of enterprises fail, and that one of the key failure factors is invaluable products
and services that do not meet customer expectations (Patel, 2015). A market research on 135 failed
startups reveals that 42% of failures occurred because the products and services did not meet the market
needs, 17% failed because of the lack of business models, and 14% of the enterprises failed because they
ignored their customers (Insights, 2016). Therefore, enterprises must consider maintaining the right
product development for the right customers at the right time, have a well-defined business model for
revenue generation and profit maximization, and re-evaluate and customize their products and services
according to customer requirements (Patel, 2015). Considering these facts, this article addresses the issue
of value creation to create sustainable enterprises.
The adoption of Internet of Things (IoTs), big data, and cloud computing technologies by enterprises has
led to better value creation at the customer and enterprise ends (Haile & Altmann, 2016; Mital et al.,
2016). Value creation for the customer, called value to the customer (V2C), is the process of
understanding customer needs and offering them products while considering the competitive advantage
over rival enterprises (Cossío-Silva, Revilla-Camacho, Vega-Vázquez, & Palacios-Florencio, 2015;
Verhoef, Kooge, & Walk, 2016). Value creation for enterprises, otherwise called value to firm (V2F), is

the process of searching for pitfalls inside enterprise operations and optimizing business process models
accordingly (Qi, Qu, & Zhou, 2014). Big data analytics is becoming a key driver of value creation in
modern enterprises, wherein enterprise applications are designed to collect direct customer feedback and
information from internal business operations (Verhoef et al., 2016). The collected data streams are
analyzed using a six-step big data analytic process that continuously evolves to meet the business
dynamics and customer requirements. However, the acquisition of big data analytic services from cloud
service providers increases financial burden on enterprises, which may lead to the failure of small and
medium-sized enterprises (Verhoef et al., 2016).
The main contribution of this article is the concept of early data reduction at the customer and enterprise
ends to reduce big data and achieve V2C and V2F objectives. The article presents the background of big
data, cloud computing, and IoTs for enterprises to assist readers who may not be familiar with these
concepts. A review of the big data analytic process and popular relevant tools for value creation is also
provided. The article also presents a novel framework for early data reduction at the customer end
wherein the analytic-driven data reduction approaches convert raw data streams into actionable
knowledge patterns. The article presents a hypothetical business model to achieve the V2C and V2F
objectives of enterprises. Finally, the article presents the business model canvas and maps 10 potential
application areas on the business model canvas.

1.1 Big Data for Enterprises
Big data is defined as the set of structured, unstructured, and semi-structured data accumulated from
heterogeneous data sources (Yaqoob et al., 2016). Conventionally, big data are presented in terms of 3Vs
namely, i) volume, ii) velocity, and iii) value. Volume represents the size of the data whereas velocity
represents the speed of data that is entering into big data systems. The value property of big data
determines its usefulness to take actionable decisions after data analysis. However, big data is currently
redefined with the addition of three new Vs: i) variety, ii) variability, and iii) veracity (Rehman & Batool,
2015; Gani, Siddiqa, Shamshirband, & Hanum, 2016). The variety property defines the multi-facet big
data integrating with the different data types generated by various data sources. The variability property
determines the internal variability in big data with multiple ‘information shifts’ as time passes. The
information shift is defined as the difference between states of knowledge in big data systems. The
veracity property shows that big data are collected from authentic and reliable data sources.
Despite considering the three basic Vs of big data, enterprises are adopting big data systems for
innovative business models. Modern enterprises collect massive amounts of data from various direct and
indirect sources to uncover hidden knowledge patterns and optimize the business process models
(Gandomi & Haider, 2015). The direct data sources in enterprises generate operational information
relevant to supply chain management, production, fleet management, marketing strategies, behavior
analysis of employees, etc. Indirect information includes data collection from click streams, ambulation
activities, geo-location information, health records, and many other types of customer-relevant data.
Currently, most enterprises collect indirect data from third-party data providers, such as database
marketers or market analysis firms. This strategy increases the operational cost of big data systems and
creates serious privacy threats, resulting in customer churn and lowering the enterprises’ profits.
Therefore, variability, veracity, and variety properties of big data require serious attention, particularly in
terms of direct data collection to build trust between enterprises and customers.

Big data help enterprises in profit maximization by optimizing business process models for V2C objective
(Vera-Baquero, Colomo-Palacios, & Molloy, 2013). To this end, enterprises use big data mainly for
market analysis, customers’ segmentations, and personalization. For example, enterprises collect social
media data streams such as that provided by Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube. Similarly, enterprises
acquire data from e-commerce websites to analyze customers’ feedbacks and online product reviews. Big
data are also used to perform segmentation of market data to optimize business process models. For
example, customer segmentation can assist enterprises in offering products and services to a specific
group of customers with similar characteristics. Moreover, big data can also aid in uncovering customer
behaviors that enable the design of recommender systems that meet the personal needs of each customer.
For example, enterprises analyze click streams of web browsers to uncover customer behaviors and
recommend products and services accordingly.
Enterprises use big data to improve the internal business processes to achieve V2F objectives (Vidgen,
2014). On the production side, analysis of machine log files helps in improving the lifetime of machinery
and other equipment. Similarly, big data acquired from supply chain management systems help in
improving delivery time of products and services. The analysis of big data acquired from employee
management systems assists in formulating better and competitive salary plan to retain productive
employees. Enterprises integrate big data from multiple internal data sources to improve the overall
business models. Big data help in increasing V2F in numerous perspectives; however, uncovering
actionable knowledge from big data is a significant challenge that requires laborious efforts to meet value
creation objectives.
1.2 Cloud Computing for Enterprises
Cloud computing is the provision of computational, networking, and storage resources to lessen the
operational and financial burden of maintaining large-scale computing systems. Cloud computing service
providers offer a plethora of services that enable enterprises to deploy business applications and benefit
from large scale powerful data centers (Chang, 2014; Sharma et al., 2016). The typical infrastructure of a
cloud computing system has three layers: i) infrastructure, ii) platform, and iii) application layer (Chang,
Walters, & Wills, 2013). Cloud service providers offer services through all three layers. For example,
they provide compute-only services through the infrastructure layer, virtualized platform for application
deployment at the platform layer, and generalized application services at the application layer.
Enterprises adopt cloud computing systems to run their business applications optimally and efficiently.
The adoption of cloud computing platforms for big data processing is increasing and many new cloud
service providers offer big data processing services for enterprises. Big data processing models require
huge amounts of computational, networking, and storage resources. Therefore, the adoption of cloud
computing technologies for small- and medium-sized enterprises continues to be a challenge because of
the high cost of service utilization. Cloud computing technologies can help enterprises in achieving V2C
and V2F objectives for profit maximization (Chou, 2015). Cloud computing systems offer a high level of
service availability as compared to in-house computing infrastructure, which could increase customers’
trust. Alternatively, the enterprises do not need to worry about technology management and instead can
focus on product development, customer retention, and operational activities (Chang & Wills, 2016).

1.3 IoTs for Enterprises
IoTs are key drivers for profit maximization through value creation in sustainable enterprises. IoTs
systems interact with physical environments to collect useful behavioral and operational information and
optimize business process models (Li, Darema, & Chang, 2016). IoTs also enable enterprises to achieve
V2C and V2F objectives (Pang, Chen, Han, & Zheng, 2015). For V2C, IoTs aid in optimizing business
processes and offering efficient services. For example, IoTs in retail stores help to minimize queuing time
for customers. Similarly, IoTs enable shoppers to interact with products to maximize customer retention
and build trust. For V2F, IoTs help in optimizing enterprise operations, such as manufacturing processes,
supply chain management, and retail operations, to name a few. However, the adoption of IoTs by
enterprises has led to the emergence of many use-cases for human-to-machine and machine-to-machine
interactions. The convergence of IoTs with big data and cloud computing technologies has taken
enterprises to the next level for value creation (Hashem et al., 2015). IoT systems collect massive
amounts of data from the in-house and market levels of business operations and transfer them in big data
systems, which utilize cloud services to determine actionable insights and improve business process
models. Although enterprises collect big data in cloud computing environments, big data analytics
remains a key challenge to achieving maximum value creation for customers and enterprises.
2. Big Data Analytics for Value Creation in Sustainable Enterprises
Big data analytics, also known as big data mining, is the process of uncovering actionable knowledge
patterns from big data (Wu, Buyya, & Ramamohanarao, 2016). Modern enterprises benefit from big data
processes as it provides insights from customer and business data. Big data analytics help in achieving
business goals, leading towards customer retention and profit maximization. For example, Twitter uses
big data analytics as customer retention tools, in which trending hashtags are mined to engage customers.
Similarly, e-commerce enterprises, such as Amazon and Netflix, use big data analytics tools to
recommend new and relevant products to users and to maximize their revenue generation (Konstan &
Riedl, 2012). Big data analytics help in achieving V2C and V2F objectives because it allows enterprises
to perform knowledge discovery operations and improve the internal and external business process
models relevant to operations, marketing plans, and workforce and resource management, to name a few.
The big data analytics process, as shown in Figure 1, is based on six major steps: 1) big data are collected
from multiple direct and indirect data sources, 2) data preprocessing and integration operations are
performed to improve the quality of big data, 3) learning models are generated using statistical methods
and machine learning-based data mining techniques, 4) the models are evaluated using test data, 5) the
models are deployed in real applications, and 6) the performance of models is monitored in terms of
prediction accuracies (Rehman, Khan, & Batool, 2016). The big data analytics process is a continuously
evolving process wherein the learning models are regenerated with continuously incoming data to predict
shifts in the information. The big data analytics process enables enterprises to uncover the continuously
changing knowledge patterns and optimize their business process models accordingly.
Big data Collection: To achieve maximum value creation, enterprises collect maximum data on their
customers, product reviews, services feedbacks, industrial monitoring applications, supply chain
management systems, and other enterprise operations. The collected data are transferred to cloud data
centers to search for actionable knowledge patterns. However, data collection processes should be
sufficiently optimal to enable enterprises to avoid collecting irrelevant data. The optimal data collection

strategies help to lower the financial burden of enterprises and ease the computational and storage burden
of cloud data centers.
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Figure 1: Big Data Analytics Process
Data Preparation: The most important stage of big data analytics is the data preparation stage, wherein
data preprocessing and integration operations are performed to improve the quality of big data. Data
preprocessing operations include a wide array of methods that are used mainly for the following purposes:








Noise Reduction: Big data collection from IoTs-based sensory data sources and Internet-based
social media data streams introduce massive amounts of unstructured and noisy information.
Noise reduction methods are applied to remove noise and irrelevant data (Salmon, Harmany,
Deledalle, & Willett, 2014).
Detecting Outliers: The presence of outliers (i.e. undesired attributes/values) in big datasets
degrades the quality of knowledge patterns and directly affects enterprise business models.
Numerous methods are used to detect and remove outliers from big data to produce high-quality
datasets (Aggarwal, 2015).
Removing Anomalies: The presence of irregular, unusual, and unwanted data values in big
dataset has a significant effect on knowledge quality. Anomaly detection and removal methods
are used to improve the quality of big datasets (Moshtaghi et al., 2015).
Extracting Features: Unstructured and continuous data streams in big data systems require
considerable effort, and therefore, feature extraction methods are used to separate useful and
structured data from raw big data. Depending on the nature and type of data, various statistical
methods are used to identify time-domain and frequency domain features from big data
(Grzegorowski & Stawicki, 2015).









Fusing Data Streams from Multiple Data Sources: The velocity and data types of big data
vary according to data sources, and therefore, intelligent data fusion operations are necessary for
data integration and to improve data quality (Yaqoob et al., 2016).
Creating Uniform Datasets: Big data systems collect data streams from multiple data sources
in multiple formats. Therefore, data preprocessing operations are performed to convert raw,
unstructured, and semi-structured data streams into structured formats.
Reducing Dimensions: Big datasets usually contain thousands and millions of dimensions (i.e.
attributes/columns in data tables). Therefore, analyzing such huge datasets can be a challenge.
Dimension reduction methods are used to limit the datasets to produce highly relevant datasets
for big data analysis (Zhai, Ong, & Tsang, 2014).
Handling Missing Values: Despite the creation of uniformly structured big data sets, huge
amount of missing values, which can lower the quality of uncovered knowledge patterns,
continue to persist. Data elimination, sketching, and imputation-based methods are used to
handle missing values in big datasets (Singh, Javeed, Chhabra, & Kumar, 2015).

Learning Model Generation: Learning models are based on statistical and machine learning theories
that are used to study the nature of existing data and to recognize and predict the behaviors of unknown
data in the future. Learning models are generated through training datasets that contain similar
characteristics as that of future data. The model generation stage ensures the quality of knowledge
patterns produced by big data systems.
Evaluation: The trained models are evaluated through different model evaluation methods to ensure that
produced models can handle the maximum amount of unknown data.
Deployment: Once generated and evaluated, learning models are deployed in enterprise applications to
determine the knowledge patterns from future big data.
Monitoring: The performance of learning models and produced knowledge patterns is monitored
continuously through business intelligence (BI) dashboards and reporting tools (Larson & Chang, 2016).
Based on the feedback during the monitoring phase, big data analytics process continues to evolve to
ensure that information shifts can be handled and newly emerging knowledge patterns are uncovered.
Big data analytics processes vary in terms of descriptive, prescriptive, and predictive analytic models
(LaValle et al., 2013). Some examples of big data analytics methods are presented in Table 1.
Descriptive analytics are the simplest form of big data analytics, and involve the summarization and
description of knowledge patterns using simple statistical methods, such as mean, median, mode, standard
deviation, variance, and frequency measurement of specific events in big data streams. Descriptive
analytics are used mainly at the data preprocessing stage of big data analytic processes to extract features
from unstructured data. Predictive analytics methods are based on supervised, unsupervised, and semisupervised learning models. Alternatively, for prescriptive analytics, enterprises optimize their business
process models based on the feedback provided by predictive analytic models. Prescriptive analytics are
performed to determine the cause-effect relationship among analytic results and business process
optimization policies. Although difficult to deploy, prescriptive analytics contribute to handling the
information shift and the continuous evolution of business process models.

Table 1: Data Analysis Methods for Big Data
Type

Methods
Supervised Learning

Unsupervised
Learning
Machine Learning
Semi-Supervised
Learning

Deep Learning

Classification

Association Rules
Mining
Data Mining

Regression Analysis

Descriptive Statistics

Statistical Methods

Inferential Statistics

Description
The supervised learning methods predict the
future events from learning models that are
trained using labeled data points. The
supervised learning models are trained using
labeled data points and tested with leaveone-out, cross-validation, and 5-fold
validation methods. The supervised learning
models are widely used for data
classification and clustering. However, the
supervised learning algorithms have the
limitations to handle information shifts in
big data.
The unsupervised learning models are
trained using unlabeled data points to predict
the future events. The unsupervised learning
models are mainly used for data clustering.
The semi-supervised learning models are
initially developed from labeled data points
and continuously updated on the feedback
from positively predicted events. The
adaptive behavior of semi-supervised
learning models enables to handle
information shift.
The deep learning models are a hierarchical
representation of supervised and
unsupervised learning models. The deep
learning models are best suitable for largescale high-dimensional data. The deep
learning models are a good choice when
analyzing big data.
The classifiers are built with or without
learning models and are used to predict the
object class of nominal data points.
The association rule mining methods work
in two steps. First, the frequent itemsets are
outlined by setting a minimum support
threshold value and then the association
between itemsets is established by giving a
minimum confidence threshold.
The regression analysis methods are based
on statistical theories and are used to
establish a relationship between given data
points.
The descriptive statistical methods are used
to produce summary statistics using basic
statistical operations over whole input data.
The inferential statistical methods help to
infer the behavior of the whole population
by analyzing representative sample data
points.

Example Methods
Neural Networks
(Rojas, 2013)
 Decision Trees
(Barros, Basgalupp,
De Carvalho, &
Freitas, 2012)
 Bayesian Networks
(S. H. Chen &
Pollino, 2012)

















k-means (Jain, 2010)
DB-SCAN (Amini,
Wah, & Saboohi,
2014)
Generative models
(Xu, Zhang, Yu, &
Long, 2012)
Graph-based
Heuristic-based

Deep belief Networks
(DBNs) (X.-W. Chen
& Lin, 2014)
Convolutional
Neural Networks
(CNNs)
Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA),
Boosting Methods
Apriori (M. H.
Rehman, Liew, &
Wah, 2014)
FP-Growth
AClose



Linear RA (Draper &
Smith, 2014)
Non-linear RA







Mean
Median
Standard Deviation
T-test
Analysis of Variance

Various big data analytics software tools have emerged, and the following is a list of the most commonly
used tools:




















Accenture: Accenture is an advanced analytics platform that can configure other advanced
analytics applications for its users. Accenture provides consultancy and systems integration
services to enterprises. Accenture can also rapidly build a huge number of learning models.
Alpine Data: Alpine Data is a native application development platform that offers analytic
services for big data by running analytic workflows natively within existing Hadoop systems.
Alpine data have high reference scores for innovation, collaboration capabilities, excellent speed
in model development, and the ability to model efficiently against a wide range of datasets.
Alpine Data provides solutions to clients from banking, services, government and manufacturing
sectors.
Alteryx: Alteryx provides data blending and an advanced analytics platform where analysts can
integrate internal business processes, third-party tools, and cloud data centers, as well as enable
data analytics using some in a single workflow.
Angoss: Angoss provides a suite of advanced analytics tools, including spontaneous, easy-to-use
software well-suited for citizen data scientists. Angoss has also achieved significant progress by
enhancing its functionality, such as preparation of data in SAS compatible formats. Angoss is a
flexible platform capable of providing end-to-end analytics pipeline.
BigML: BigML provides cloud services for numerous machine learning algorithms for
correlation analysis, statistical tests, regression analysis, classification, prediction, and clustering.
It offers free usage if data tasks are under 16MB. Different subscriptions plans for pay-as-you-go
services and virtual private cloud are also available.
BIME: BIME is a visual analytic tool used for big data analysis and visualization. BIME
supports 65 data sources, including social media websites, such as Twitter and Facebook, big data
stores, such as IBM DB2 and MongoDB, cloud-based analytic tools, such as Amazon’s Aurora
Web Services, and online storage servers such as DropBox and Google Drive. BIME supports
customized visual analytics tools for finance, marketing, product development, sales, and
customer support operations of enterprises.
Clario: Clario offers software-as-a-service for the integration of marketing information, web data
streams, retail data and e-commerce transactions. Clario provides an online workbench for big
data analytics and facilitates the design of online workflow for data analytics and visualization
relevant to customer churn operations and market analysis.
CoolaData: CoolaData is a powerful cloud-based big data analytics tool that offers a multitude of
services for data integration, analysis, visualization, and prediction. CoolaData offers cloud
services for real-time and historical data analysis, as well as support for various open-source big
data management tools. CoolaData also offers its own version of SQL, which is tailored
especially to meet the behavioral analytics needs of enterprises.
CoreMetrics: IBM provides CoreMetrics, a Software-as-a-Service platform for big data
analytics. CoreMetrics offers various services for customer data analysis for data acquired
through customer marketing reports, social media, and online customer profile analysis.
Data Applied: Data Applied is a web-based visual data analytics tool that offers Analytics-as-aService. Data Applied enables visualization of large datasets, perform data analytics to find
correlations, detect anomalies, assess similarities, and uncover association rules. Data Applied























works with Web APIs and CSV files, and enables the deployment of analytic services in public,
private, and personal clouds and Intranets.
Dell: Dell addresses the widest set of use-cases for advanced analytics and includes a focus on
IoTs and allowing edge deployment of analytic models on gateways or anywhere. Dell provides
Hadoop-based execution models for data preparation, as well as for building an analytic model
and finding knowledge patterns, and to reduce performance bottlenecks.
FICO: FICO provides advanced analytics platform for big data as well as solutions for decision
management, optimization problems, and various analytical applications. FICO’s environment for
management of models enables audit trial for organizations to track the creation and usage of
models.
IBM: IBM is well known for its SPSS statistics and SPSS modeling products. SPSS is a very
strong and useful product with a huge user database that is constantly improved through
innovations. IBM has high visibility in the advanced analytics platform, as well as through its
messaging around intellectual computing and its Watson platform.
KNIME: KNIME (Konstanz Information Miner) provides an open source, desktop-based
advanced analytics environment. KNIME also ensures the availability of an additional platform
for enterprise application services that could be deployed in a private cloud.
Kognitio: Kognitio is a powerful analytic tool that provides functionalities for in-memory big
data analytics. The platform provides three layers of operations: 1) a persistence layer for data
storage in cloud data centers, Hadoop clusters, and legacy data warehouses, 2) an analytical
platform layer to run SQL and NoSQL queries, and 3) applications and client layers for
developing analytic applications.
Lexalytics: Lexalytics is a Software-as-a-Service tool that performs sentiment analysis and
named entity extractions from unstructured data. Laxalytics provides analytic services based on
machine learning algorithms, text analytics methods, categorization, intention extraction, and
summarization. The tool also provides support for natural language processing of 22 languages.
Microsoft: Microsoft offers its predictive analytics capability, which is called SSAS and
embedded in the SQL server. This platform provides efficiency in Azure’s cloud data source’s
integration and deployments as a web service, as well as ease of use for data scientists.
MicroStrategy: MicroStrategy provides a unified big data analytics platform whereby the data
sets are stored in large-scale Hadoop clusters where users are given access to desktop computers
and mobile devices. This tool supports real-time visualization and interactions with BI
applications to perform quick decisions.
Predixion Software: Predixion recently launched a product that provides the ability to deploy
predictive models in mobile devices or network gateway devices. This capability makes
Predixion considerably beneficial with its enhanced ability in extracting information from
streamed data. Prediction platform focuses on data-intensive and asset-demanding industries,
such as health care, marketing, transportation, and manufacturing.
Prognoz: Prognoz provides software and services for advanced analytics, natively integrated BI,
visual discovery functionality, and strong capabilities in forecasting, time series, economic
modeling, and financial systems analysis.
RapidMiner: RapidMiner proposes community and basic editions that are open source and free;
however, it also offers a commercial edition with additional functionality that is capable of
working with large data sets and can be connected to numerous data sources. RapidMiner also







provides a server platform for collaboration because of high performance during processing and
integration with business applications.
SAP: SAP’s lead product is SAP Predictive Analytics, which has two major components, namely,
expert analytics and automated analytics. Expert analytics is a visual workflow tool for customers
working with data, whereas automated analytics is a wizard-driven user interface for native data
scientist and analysts.
SAS: SAS provides an advanced analytics platform, and has numerous customers and a large
system of partners and user. SAS provides quality products with high flexibility and is able to
efficiently model huge data sets.
SqlStream: SqlStream offers real-time live analytics of big data, as well as supports Hadoopbased big data systems and legacy data warehousing architectures. SqlStream collects live data
streams from machines, devices, and operational information to support real-time online data
analytics services for enterprises.

3. Big Data Reduction: Key to Value Creation
Research shows that 57.5% of data scientists spend most of their work time on data preparation, thereby
increasing resource conservation in enterprises (CrowdFlower, 2015). The adoption of effective data
reduction strategies facilitates workload optimization. Similarly, enterprises can minimize the financial
cost of data storage services (Chang & Wills, 2016). Cloud service providers can reduce operational costs
by optimizing storage services and minimum in-network data movement (Fu, Jiang, & Xiao, 2012).
Another perspective for data reduction is that historical knowledge about customers’ behaviors and
enterprise operations should be preserved instead of iteratively processing the same raw data. Security
breaches and privacy compromises at the enterprises’ end were observed recently, thereby posing serious
threats to customers and decreasing the trust between enterprises and customers. These considerations
indicate that big data reduction can achieve the V2C and V2F objectives.
Enterprises benefit from big data reduction methods in multiple manners. They perform preprocessing
information to reduced big data streams before entering in cloud computing systems (Di Martino et al.,
2014). They perform dimension reduction methods to address the curse of dimensionality and determine
the substantially relevant big data sets (Zhai et al., 2014). They also perform compression and
decompression methods to reduce in-network bandwidth utilization in cloud data centers (Yang et al.,
2014). Network theory-based methods are used to uncover the semantic relationship between data points
in big data to optimize the storage and processing operations in cloud computing systems (Trovati, 2015).
Redundancy elimination methods are used to remove duplicated data to improve the value of big data (Fu
et al., 2012). Data mining and machine learning methods are used to uncover the knowledge patterns for
lateral utilization instead of iterative raw data processing (Jiang et al., 2014).
 Preprocessing Operations: Data preprocessing methods facilitate big data reduction (Brown, 2012;
Lin, Chiu, Lee, & Pao, 2013; Cheng, Jiang, & Peng, 2014; Di Martino et al., 2014). These methods
are applied immediately after data acquisition. Enterprises can adopt numerous big data preprocessing
methods depending upon the application needs. The ontology-based semantic analysis or linked data
structures can facilitate intelligent data preprocessing. However, other methods (e.g., low-memory
pre-filtration of data streams, filtration of URLs from web browsers data, or 2D peak detection
methods) could also be adopted. Data preprocessing, particularly data filtration, could be applied at













the customers’ end to minimize big data volume and velocity. Although preprocessing techniques are
applicable, these methods are considerably dependent on the nature of big data and their intended use.
Therefore, generalizing these methods for all types of enterprise solution is difficult.
Dimension Reduction: Enterprises collect big data from numerous internal and external data sources;
therefore, the emergence of thousands to millions of variable data sets is the norm rather than the
exception (Feldman, Schmidt, & Sohler, 2013; Hsieh et al., 2013; Vervliet, Debals, Sorber, & De
Lathauwer, 2014; Weinstein et al., 2013). By considering high-dimensionality, big data reduction is
mainly considered a dimension reduction problem. The curse of dimensionality necessitates
enterprises to acquire additional cloud resources to store and process high-dimensional data.
Numerous methods are applied for dimension reduction in big data systems, including online feature
selection methods for big data streams, front-end data processing, clustering-oriented machine
learning solutions, statistical methods, and implementation of fuzzy logic-based classification
methods.
Compression/decompression: Compression and decompression of big data sets can facilitate the
increase in V2F levels by reducing both in-network data movement and storage requirements for long
storage objectives (Ackermann & Angus, 2014; Jalali & Asghari, 2014; Yang et al., 2014). However,
enterprises still face processing challenges during big data analytics because decompressed big data
maintains its original characteristics. The decompressed big data requires huge computational
resources and adapts other data reduction methods to increase V2F for enterprises.
Network Theory: Network theory-based methods are grounded on graph theory. Network theorybased methods convert unstructured big data into structured form and maps on the graph data
structures (Patty & Penn, 2015; Trovati, 2015; Trovati & Bessis, 2015). The data are reduced by
determining and optimizing the semantic relationships among the graph nodes. Network theory-based
methods are technical in nature; therefore, enterprises require highly skilled human resources to adopt
these methods.
Redundancy Elimination: Cloud service providers create copies of big data and store in multiple
places to ensure the considerable availability of data in case of network failures or natural disasters
(Dong et al., 2011; Xia, Jiang, Feng, & Hua, 2011; Fu et al., 2012; Zhou, Liu, & Li, 2013). However,
enterprises need to share the financial burden of duplicate data storage. Redundancy elimination and
data deduplication methods are used by cloud service providers to minimize storage costs and
improve storage efficiency in big data systems. Data deduplication schemes are applied at different
levels in data centers, such as nodes, clusters, racks of clusters, and overall data centers.
Data Mining and Machine Learning: Enterprises use data mining- and machine learning-based big
data reduction methods to achieve different value creation objectives (Jiang et al., 2014; Leung,
MacKinnon, & Jiang, 2014; Rágyanszki et al., 2015; Stateczny & Wlodarczyk-Sielicka, 2014). These
methods are applied for big data reduction during intelligent data collection, dimension reduction,
feature extraction and selections, and artificial intelligence-based optimization techniques. Enterprises
are also adopting deep learning models for big data reduction. Deep learning models are initially
generated from certain and known big data sets and continuously evolve with uncertain and unknown
data sets. However, deep learning models are computationally complex; therefore, enterprises need to
acquire additional cloud resources to benefit from deep learning models as data reduction tool.
Data Filtration: Enterprises adopt data filtration methods for big data reduction whereby the data
streams are filtered at the data sources end before even entering big data systems (Antonic, et al.,
2014; Papageorgiou, Schmidt, Song, & Kami, 2013). This approach facilitates the increase of V2F for

enterprises by lowering their storage and processing requirements. However, data filtration strategies
differ according to the data requirements of enterprises. For example, IoT application filter sensors
data streams and web applications perform URL-level filtration. Similarly, manufacturing
applications perform filtration operation before data transmission to big data systems.
 Representative Data Sensing: For enterprises that perform data collection using crowd sensing
applications, the representative data sensing strategies facilitate the reduction of big data streams (Liu,
Iwai, Tobe, & Sezaki, 2013). The enterprise applications need to select considerably useful and
quality data producers from the crowd of customers and devices to collect relevant and quality data.
The representative data collection strategies facilitate big data reduction in terms of volume and
velocity. However, data collection strategies must be adaptive and dynamic enough that the value of
big data should not be compromised.
Despite the availability of extensive data reduction methods, enterprises still need to go with high cost
service-level agreements. In addition, big data analytics tools are suffering from handling low-quality and
substantially unstructured big data sets. This limitation led us to propose a novel big data reduction
framework for value creation in sustainable enterprises. This framework is designed to reduce big data at
multiple stages without losing its quality.

4. Big Data Reduction Framework for Value Creation in Sustainable Enterprises
The objective of the proposed framework is to enable knowledge-driven data sharing in big data systems
to replace raw data sharing (see Figure 2) (Rehman & Batool, 2015). Accordingly, we consider IoT-based
big data systems as a case study in establishing the context of the proposed framework.
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Big Data System
Big Data System
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Analytics Driven Data
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Figure 2: Analytics-driven Big Data Reduction
Recent advancements in cloud computing technologies created opportunities for enterprises to reduce big
data streams before data storage in cloud data centers. The mobile edge cloud computing systems that
extend the centralized cloud resources near the data sources are being adopted rapidly. Mobile edge cloud
computing architectures involve three layers of data processing whereby mobile devices near the data
sources provide computational facilities for local data reduction (Akhbar, Chang, Yao, & Muñoz, 2016).

The edge servers reside at the second layer, thereby extending the cloud services from centralized servers
and provide cloud services for data reduction on the edge. At the third layer, the centralized cloud
computing systems provide computational, networking, and storage services for big data reduction.
We consider the five-layer IoT reference architecture of Fog computing systems introduced by Cisco (see
Figure 3) (Luan, Gao, Li, Xiang, & Sun, 2015). The physical layer at the lowest level facilitates in data
collection from IoT devices using onboard and off-board sensory and non-sensory data sources. The
communication layer at the second level enables connectivity and data transfer from IoT devices to Fog
edge servers. The big data aggregation layer provides functionality to aggregate data streams from
connecting devices, as well as performs data filtration operations to transfer useful raw data streams in
cloud computing systems. The big data analytics layer ensures the availability of data analysis services
through cloud service providers. Finally, the application layer provides functionalities to interact with IoT
and big data applications.
In the Fog computing architecture, the data sources produce raw data streams that are directly transferred
to mobile edge servers. The edge servers perform aggregation and filtration operations to provide
distributed intelligence to local mobile devices and reduced data transfer between edge servers and
centralized cloud data sources. The centralized cloud computing systems collect data streams from
geographically distributed edge servers to perform big data analytics. However, the Fog computing
architecture has multiple issues relevant to data reduction. The raw data transfer between mobile devices
and edge servers increases the cost of data communication, network traffic, and energy consumption for
data transfer in mobile devices. Despite data filtration in edge servers, big data systems still collect raw
data and increase the cost of big data analytics. We envision a new knowledge-driven framework for big
data reduction. This framework enables the reduction of big data through the provision of analytic support
in mobile devices, edge servers, and cloud computing systems.
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Figure 3: Reference Architectures for Big Data Systems
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The proposed framework enables three layers for (1) local data reduction, (2) collaborative data reduction,
and (3) remote data reduction. Local data reduction is achieved by deploying analytic components in
mobile devices whereby the mobile applications collect, preprocess, analyze, and store knowledge
patterns locally. The collaborative data reduction is achieved by deploying analytic components in edge
servers whereby the edge servers execute analytics process on locally aggregated knowledge patterns and
produce collaborative knowledge patterns. For remote data reduction, the knowledge patterns from edge
servers are aggregated and analytics services are executed to determine new knowledge patterns. The
resultant knowledge patterns are aggregated in big knowledge stores inside cloud data centers whereby
big data applications can access and perform further analytics for value creation.
The proposed framework can facilitate in multiple methods to achieve the V2C and V2F objectives.
Traditional business models facilitate value creation at the enterprise side whereby the customers are
unaware about the usage and level of the produced knowledge. The proposed framework facilitates local
knowledge availability to customers by enabling local analytic components in customers’ devices and
system. The customers can witness the level of knowledge being produced and collected by enterprises.
In addition, local knowledge availability increases the customers’ trust on enterprises and creates a direct
link between the two entities. Privacy preservation is the main concern of customers; thus, the proposed
framework effectively handles the privacy issue. The customer should be provided complete control over
knowledge patterns by enabling sharing and subscription to different big data applications. In addition,
enterprises should design and develop end-to-end secure data sharing applications to improve customers’
trust and acquire maximum knowledge patterns.
The proposed data reduction strategies enable knowledge availability at multiple levels. For example, the
customer can benefit from local knowledge availability and enterprises can benefit from the collective
knowledge of a group of users connected to the same edge server. Similarly, the global knowledge about
customers and their collective behaviors is available at the cloud level. The early data reduction in mobile
edge cloud computing systems reduces the computational cost and the cost of data communication and
data movement in cloud computing environments. Therefore, early data reduction effectively eases the
financial burden of enterprises. Conventionally, small- and medium-level enterprises suffer in adopting
cloud-based big data analytics because of the high financial cost of service-level agreements. However,
the proposed framework can assist cloud service providers in lowering the cost of cloud services to
capture the market for small- and medium-level enterprises. The proposed framework facilitates
analytics-driven big data applications; therefore, the BI dashboards and reporting tools experience low
latency and improved real-time visualization of operational data and customers’ insights.
4.1 Design of a Win–Win Business Model for Sustainable Enterprises
Enterprises strive to achieve a high level of value creation by considering the cost structures of different
business operations, such as product development, marketing, and human resource management.
However, early data reduction at the customers’ end facilitates the cost minimization of IT operations in
enterprises (see Figure 4) (Osterwalder, Pigneur, & Tucci, 2005). The enterprise applications collect
customer data from multiple data sources and perform data reduction thereafter using customers’ devices,
edge servers, and cloud computing services. To enable data reduction at the customers’ end, the main
hurdles include attracting, pursuing, and providing incentives to customers to reduce raw data and share
the knowledge patterns. Incentivizing strategies should be adopted to deploy beneficial and feature-rich

applications at the customers’ end that fulfill their needs and offer them additional services and benefits in
exchange for knowledge patterns. In addition, enterprises need to build trust by ensuring privacy
preservation and secure data sharing channels for customer–enterprise relationships. Similarly, the early
data reduction of internally produced data can assist enterprises in decreasing financial costs for cloud
services acquisitions.
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Figure 4: Win–Win Business Model for Value Creation
The early data reduction at the customers and enterprises’ ends reduces the cost of cloud service
utilization in big data systems. Accordingly, big data management operations (e.g., integration of data
from multiple sources and indexing and storage of big data in cloud data centers) become easy. Similarly,
big data reduction facilitates the improvement of big data analytics whereby reduced, high-quality, and
information-rich data increase the value creation for enterprises and their customers. In addition, BI
applications work efficiently with minimum latency, thereby enabling entrepreneurs to immediately
optimize the business process models. In addition, the reduced data streams improve the performance of
real-time big data applications by cutting down the execution time of handling raw big data.
Figure 5 presents the traditional business model canvas (Zolnowski, Weiß, & Bohmann, 2014). Early data
reduction assists in value creation for all components, as well as benefits the key partners (e.g., customers,
enterprises, cloud service providers, and other third-party partners) in achieving the V2C and V2F
objectives. Such data reduction enables the maximization of the efficiency of performing key activities
(e.g., collecting and analyzing customers and organizational data) and optimization of business processes.

The early data reduction facilitates the optimized resource utilization of IT-bound (e.g., big data
applications and cloud computing services) and non-IT bound (e.g., human resources and enterprise
assets) resources.
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Figure 5: Business Model Canvas
Early data reduction assists in achieving value creation and balances it with the cost of cloud service
utilization. Such data reduction facilitates the development of trust between customers and enterprises and
opens direct channels of communication and product and service delivery. Similarly, knowledge-based
data sharing facilitates the improved behavioral analysis of customers’ data at a fine-grained level,
thereby facilitating the delivery of personalized products and services to maximize the revenues and build
long-term relationships (Chuang & Chen, 2015). Moreover, early data reduction improves the overall cost
structure of enterprises by balancing the operational and optimization costs of business process models.
Similarly, such reduction increases the revenue streams and profit maximization because enterprises can
devise the appropriate strategies for potential customers at the opportune time. Table 2 maps the business
canvas model with 10 potential application areas for the proposed data reduction framework. However,
the business models could be applied to any other application domain involving direct product and service
provisions to customers, such as assisted living, waste management, smart energy management,
education, banking, mobile health, e-government, and smart buildings, among others.
Enterprises need to address the following issues for maximum value creation and technology adoption.
Customer and Market Knowledge: Enterprises must perform a detailed customer and market survey to
determine the key requirements of customers and the viability of products and services. The survey could
be performed via third party market analysis firms or releasing the premature testing versions of the
products. The early product releases assist enterprises in immediately improving value creation and
introduce customers with upcoming releases.
End-to-End Analytic Services for Data Reduction: Enterprises must adopt a complete end-to-end
framework for data reduction, thereby enabling the immediate reduction of the data stream. IT managers
and the data scientists should design a complete execution model whereby all components must be
defined and selected before the actual product development. The proposed framework enables analyticdriven data reduction; therefore, sufficiently accurate and relevant data must be acquired to train the
learning models at every stage of data reduction. The learning models for local, collaborative, and remote

Table 2: Mapping Potential Application Areas on Business Model Canvas
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data reduction must be able to reduce data at the customer end. Meanwhile, the data collected at the
enterprise end must be reduced properly by adopting the appropriate data reduction methods without
compromising on V2C and V2F.
Detecting and Handling Information Shifts through Learning Models: Customers’ behaviors and the
information produced by enterprises constantly change with the passage of time. Therefore, the learning
models should be designed to be adaptive to detect information shifts in the recently collected data.
Accordingly, the enterprise application should be able to update all of its learning models.
Incentive Mechanisms: Enterprise customers are reluctant to share knowledge patterns because of
privacy and security concerns. Therefore, enterprises should provide valuable incentive mechanisms to
attract customers for participatory data sharing. However, the incentive mechanism should be designed in
addition to the V2C objectives. In addition, enterprises should design transparent privacy preservation
models whereby the control of knowledge sharing is in the hands of the customers instead of enterprises.
Moreover, the security models should be robust enough that customers’ personal information could be
inaccessible.
Balancing cost structures with V2C and V2F: The deployment of the proposed data reduction
framework brings the technical and financial overhead for enterprises. However, for the sustainable
growth of enterprises, effort should be exerted to maintain this overhead lower compared to the perceived
benefits gained from the V2C and V2F strategies.
5. Conclusion
This study presents the concept of big data reduction for value creation to achieve the V2C and V2F
objectives. The current study discusses the adoption of big data analytics as a value creation tool for
enterprises in determining hidden knowledge patterns in operational data and data collected from
customers. This research proposes an early big data reduction framework at the customer end. The
proposed framework enables enterprises to reduce the cost of cloud service utilization to perform big data
analytics. In addition, this framework enables local knowledge availability, privacy preservation, and
secure data sharing functions to build trust between customers and enterprises. In addition, the business
model blueprint for early data reduction is presented and the key components of a few application areas
are mapped on the business canvas model. Finally, a few challenges relevant to technology adoption are
discussed in this study. In the future, we will develop a software component-based architecture for the
proposed framework and will test it for real-world applications to assess the performance of the proposed
framework and quantify the achieved levels of V2C and V2F.
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